Yoga – An Ancient Science for Herd Immunity
Sanjiv Chaturvedi, Divine Yoga, Bangkok

It would not be an overstatement to say we, the people of the world, are in shock at our
helplessness in controlling the Covid-19 pandemic. The trust we had in our advanced
medical technology and the efficiency of our governments to manage a health crisis has
been seriously challenged. Though many pharmaceutical companies around the world
created and manufactured vaccines to shields us from the virus in varying degrees, they
cannot produce and administer the jabs fast enough to beat the ever-evolving new variants
and strains. We are shocked by the lack of cooperation among nations’ governments to
work collectively for the expedited battle against Covid-19. Instead, we see blaming,
politicizing and poorer nations not able to afford the sought-after vaccines. As a result, our
hopes of gaining global herd immunity through vaccines is taking much longer and slipping
through our fingers. In conjunction with the medical efforts to fight the pandemic, a
concerted global effort must be made to promote health on a holistic and preventative level
to collectively build a strong immune system as humanity. A healthy body will be naturally
more resilient to virus, more receptive to vaccines and able to recover from strong viral
infections. Promoting yoga as a lifestyle is one of the best available options to accomplish
this goal with hardly any additional infrastructure necessary with minimal costs. Is it not
time that we, as a global community, adopt standardized and institutionalized yogic
practices to strengthen our natural herd immunity?
One of the alarming realizations of the pandemic was how unhealthy lifestyle habits have
contributed to the devastating casualties of the virus. The death toll among Covid victims
who have had pre-existing lifestyle induced chronic conditions such as type 2 diabetes, high
blood pressure, obesity and lung issues caused by smoking, was significantly higher than
those who were in good health. This is not to say healthy people do not become ill, but a
well-maintained immune system increases the chance of full recovery. We saw the initial
waves of the pandemic claiming countless lives in G7 nations of Italy, France, UK and the US.
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What these first world nations had in common were high cases of lifestyle disease within
their populations and these vulnerable people were hardest hit. The conveniences and
abundances of the modern societies enabled sedentary and overindulgent ways of life,
resulting in high cases of chronic diseases. Complacency towards poor habits were fueled by
dependency on medicine. High blood pressure medications, insulin, blood thinning
medicines and other drugs were readily available to counter the symptoms. People believed
they did not need to take responsibility of their own health, until now. Covid-19 has single
handedly challenged the limits of medicine and highlighted the liability chronic diseases
were to society. We have witnessed surge in Covid cases overwhelm hospital systems in
nations with leading medical technologies. Do we need more loss of lives and evidence of
suffering to adopt a yogic lifestyle for the benefit of all? Now is the moment to step out of
our comfort zone to take charge of our own health and ensure a better future for the
coming generations.

Yoga has been recognized as a holistic health promoting practice by international
organizations and have avid practitioners all over the world. Asana and pranayama practices
create awareness of the body, promotes good circulation, increases oxygen levels in the
blood, strengthens and maintains elasticity in the muscles, enhances the digestive system,
removes toxins from the body, keeps the organs in optimal working condition, controls
excess fat and boosts the immune system. In addition, basic yoga practices are suitable for
all practitioners, young to the elderly. Practices can be adapted to those with disabilities. No
one is excluded. Other forms of physical exercises expend energy, whereas yoga conserves
energy to fortify practitioners with strength and overall health. Yoga is the most suitable,
tried and tested health practice which can be easily introduced to any population because
it is non-religious, accessible to everyone and low cost. Yoga practices proved to be
conducive in times of social distancing and lockdowns because it could be done individually
at home via online classes or videos. Yoga should be introduced in the school curriculum
from an early age to deeply root the foundations of a healthy lifestyle. The students will
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grow up taking responsibility for their own health and understand the preventive,
maintenance and rehabilitative benefits of yoga. Institutionalized yoga programs should be
offered to everyone. Yoga therapy should be incorporated in elderly care and rehabilitative
care in hospitals. The positive effects of integrating regular yoga practices on a national level
would be multiple: better physical and mental health with no side effects and developing a
natural herd immunity with minimal cost.

Yoga instills in society how to live a wholesome life by teaching salubrious lifestyle and diet
choices, which ultimately benefits the wellbeing of the entire society and not just the
individual. The current urban lifestyle around the world, is dictated by materialism,
alienation from nature and sense of community. Happiness is often mistaken for superficial,
short-term and self-serving gratifications such as excessive consumption, drinking, eating
junk food and addiction to social media, to name a few. Many people lack awareness to
realize such behaviors are harming themselves and others. Poor diet, smoking, alcohol and
lack of exercise cause chronic diseases which burden the medical system and brings it to a
breaking point in time of a pandemic. Weakness of will deters many from following a better
lifestyle, resulting in illnesses and burdening the medical system. Selfish attitudes helped
spread covid; refusing to wear masks, breaking social distancing rules or even denying its
existence. Excessive consumerism contributes to waste and global warming. Addiction to
social media, work or games keeps people away from their loved ones and prevents
meaningful relationships. We are so out of touch with nature that many do not even notice
the climate change. In contrast, yoga teaches the values of fresh, and balanced diet of
wholesome foods, importance of hygiene, how to live as part of nature and with integrity
and consideration towards yourself as well as others. Most importantly, daily yoga practice
builds self-discipline; a vital attribute necessary in succeeding in any aspect of life. Following
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the personal and social conducts of yoga ultimately makes the practitioner achieve long
term happiness for themselves and their society through health, living in sync with nature
and building harmonious and loving relationships. As we have painfully experienced through
the pandemic, without health there is no happiness. Without the collective happiness of the
society, there is no happiness for the individual. Our happiness is integrally connected and
always has been. We were just not aware.

Embracing a yogic lifestyle as a society not only improves the physical health of the society
but also its mental and emotional health and aligns the people’s values to the collective
wellbeing of the whole. The current pandemic challenged everyone, mentally and
emotionally. Loss of loved ones, health, financial worries, separation from loved ones,
isolation and no end in sight of the covid crisis, resulted in increased stress, anxiety, fear and
anger among the global population. This is a very serious situation as much as the human
losses that Covid has inflicted. All yoga practices: asana, pranayama, pratyahara and
meditation, are designed to bring about awareness of the body, breath, life force, and the
ability to distinguish your mind’s thoughts from your awareness. This helps to distance
yourself from negative emotions and releases all-consuming thoughts, allowing a deep state
of relaxation to be achieved. Only with relaxation can healing begin. Practices are designed
to detox the mind to keep you balanced and grounded, even in very difficult times. Yoga is
an experiential journey of self-discovery, allowing you to find inner happiness and strength
and not rely on happiness from outside. It unleashes creativity and new ideas that give you
lasting joy. If practiced as a society, the collective effect would build unity and spirit of
cooperation even in unnerving times of change.
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To the world’s disappointment, the waves of Covid have not subsided, and new variants are
taunting us. Experience has shown putting all our hopes in an almighty vaccine is wishful
thinking up until this point. Instead, a two-tier approach needs to be urgently taken. Firstly,
the medical and pharmaceutical fields must continue their efforts to fine tune the efficacy of
their vaccines, improve capacity, cut costs to meet needs, and develop possible remedies to
the ever-evolving Covid variants. A very tall order to fulfill. Secondly and simultaneously,
public health leaders of the world must standardize and institutionalize yoga among their
population and acknowledge preventative and holistic practices are effective in creating a
healthy society, making them more resilient to viruses and other illnesses. A healthier
community will lead to lower insurance and healthcare costs, less likelihood of
overwhelmed medical systems and increased productivity as a society. The benefits are selfevident and yoga programs can be implemented with relative speed and low infrastructure
requirements. Unlike the vaccine with shortage and affordability issues, every nation can
part take in a yoga program to boost their immune system and overall health without
discrimination. Yoga gives an equal access opportunity for every nation to boost their
natural immune system.
Even from ancient times security and safety were given prime importance. An ancient
Sanskrit mantra traditionally recited at the start of any classes or important or auspicious
activities in India, best embodies the values and attitudes that can save us from unwanted
problems, illnesses or any other difficulties. Security of life has given prime importance over
any other things.
Shanti Mantra
Oṁ Saha nāvavatu
saha nau bhunaktu
Saha vīryam karavāvahai
Tejasvi nāvadhītamastu
Mā vidviṣāvahai
Oṁ Shāntiḥ, Shāntiḥ, Shāntiḥ

Om, May we all be protected: First and foremost, a society must be protected from harm.
In the current pandemic, this signifies the need to social distance, wear masks and observe
strict hygiene to keep us healthy and fit. In order to protect ourselves and others, we need
to exercise self-discipline to abide by the rules.
May we all be nourished: Secondly, we must nourish ourselves with a healthy and balanced
diet; a crucial aspect of building a strong immune system.
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May we work together with great energy: Thirdly, through physical and breathing practices
we build a healthy body with good flow of prana, vital energy.
May our intellect be sharpened (may our study be effective): Fourthly, the physical, breath
and mental awareness fostered through yoga practices will guide us to make the right
decisions to counter the pandemic.
Let there be no animosity amongst us: Lastly, this verse reminds us of the importance of
working together.
The current pandemic demonstrated an individual cannot stay healthy if those around him
or her are infected. In the same way, one nation cannot stay Covid free if its neighbours are
suffering. The world must work in collaboration and unison because the pandemic cannot
be overcome in any other way. The lesson of the pandemic is becoming clear. One person’s
illness and suffering could lead to the illness and suffering of all. However, when we work
towards collective health and happiness of all, then every single person can achieve a longlasting health and happiness. This indeed is the promise of the final verse, Om, peace,
peace, peace.
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